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MINECRAFT DIARY  Diary of a Useless Creeper 2  Iâ€™m about to go meet with King Creeper.

Heâ€™s not too happy with me right now. No one is, considering I just blew up half of The Great

Nest.  Trigger isnâ€™t your ordinary Creeper. Once being unable to explode, he now has the power

of Notchâ€™s Gunpowder, an ancient artefact which gives him untold powers of destruction.

Although he has only used his powers to protect Creeperkind, one fateful accident results in the

destruction of his home.  As if things werenâ€™t bad enough, the Creepers face grave danger when

they lose their ability to explode! Who is behind this evil plot? What do they want? Will Trigger save

the day, or is this the end for the â€˜Useful Creeperâ€™?  Diary of a Useless Creeper 2 continues

the epic quest Trigger.  Another fantastic instalment in the series, chocked full of fan-favorite

characters and plenty of humor. You wonâ€™t want to miss it. The perfect gift for any Minecraft
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This was a pretty decent short story, centered in the minecraft universe. If you are looking for an

entertaining short read, then I would recommend this book, especially if you are into minecraft. The

only not so good thing about the book is that it seemed the story could have taken place in any

setting, not specifically minecraft. There were lots of good details, an interesting story, and a

mystery plot. Overall, pretty decent read.

I love reading these books with my son. This one is about a creeper who can't seem to do anything

right. He blows up things, he makes a mess. He gets lessons on how to control himself. They don't

work. Just when you think it's all over for him he suddenly is the only creeper that can save the day.

Great book full of twists and turns!



Some friends kids are completely into Minecraft. I had no idea what it is. I figured it must be

violent-gore, based on the title, but then also knew that my friends wouldnÃ¢Â€Â™t let their kids

play something inappropriate. Anyway- I picked this book up, for two reasons. I thought it might

make a nice reading-gift for their kids. And, I was curious about this whole minecraft thing. What a

really well written, story. It is cute, clever and intelligent. It made perfect sense to me- even as a

complete newbie- and it was also interesting to me without any background. It reads well, it is funny

and clever, and even has a few educational snippets embedded into it. If your kids like minecraft, I

imagine he or she will love these books.

This is a wonderful Minecraft story. The character of trigger the creeper and the situations he faces

throughout. Those have been documented in his diary. It was amazing to see how he requires the

explosion powers and later on blows up the great nest, actually half part of it. The instances of

meeting the king, his trial and his arguments with rocket the creeper all have been written and

presented beautifully.The end of the story is very impressive where we see the attack from the

humans and their reactions when they see trigger the creeper so it is at the end when we know if he

was a useless or a useful creeper.

This story is light-hearted and entertaining for those who love Minecraft. The useless creeper, who

happens to be the main character, gets in trouble and is soon to face punishment when he has to

help find a traitor among the creepers. He proves he's not as useless as thought. The story has a

good pace and it's pretty funny.

This book is superbly written. I bought it specifically for my chikdren. They love games that have to

do with Minecraft. The writer has taken time to explain how this game is useful. I guess this is a

perfect read for all.

Fun book. I usually don't find books that are this good but if you are looking for a book that is good

quality, you've come to the right book. I also wanted to spread a word about 2 reviewers named

"Ashley" and "Dana". These reviewers write spam on random minecraft diaries (including Minecrafty

Brothers) just to defend Minecrafty Family, when the book isn't even copied. I just want all of you

guys to know to not listen to Ashley and Dana. This book had a pretty good storyline, along with lots

of detailed paragraphs with good wording. I've never been this impressed with these books before. I

also think the cliff hangers were great, as in when the book left off in "Diary of a useless creeper"



Part 1. A simple plot, to keep the story going. The plot was well-structured, making this book very

interesting. This book is a page turner. This book is must-read. Nobody should look at this book as a

piece of trash. A short, detailed story which I find very enjoyable. I highly recommend getting this

book. No other diary writer except Jeff Kinney and Minecrafty Brothers coud write like this. I

anticipte Minecrafty Brothers books with pleasure. I am always pleased to read his books. These

books keep me happy. :) Don't miss out on this delightful short story! Get your copy of this book

today. Keep up the great job with your suspenceful books!5 stars and can't give it anymore! ;D

This book is one of the minecraft reads ever! This has many nice parts in it and its a rwad that made

me want more books by the Minecrafty Brothers! The only thing wrong was that it made no sense

on one part. Spoiler Alert!Trigger was going to get Notch's gunpowder removed so why did Rocket

keep on going for revenge when whom he was trying to get revenge on was already having a

severe punishment? This was the only confusing part but also the plot was a bit to obvious as from

the first half of the book you find that Rocket already hates Trigger so obviously Rocket hired the

assassin and stuffed the creepers with sand.Otherwise the book was fine.
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